CALANDER
Friday, October 26
1:25—Dedication of Barbour Field House.
4:00—Field Day Banquet in the North Hall, Walker Memorial.
4:00—Band Committee Dinner in Silver Room, Walker Memorial.
5:00—Field Day Dance, Walker Memorial.
Saturday, October 27
1:00—Student F. E. R. A. workers meeting in Room 4-076.
3:00—Chemists Association Dance in 5-15 Club Room.
Monday, October 29
5:00—Alumni Council Dinner in North Hall, Walker Memorial.
5:00—Dorm Dinner Club Dinner in the Grill Room, Walker Memorial.
Tuesday, October 30
5:00—Glee Club Rehearsal, Room 10-396.
5:00—M. I. T. Banjo Club Rehearsal in West Lounge, Walker Memorial.
6:00—Orchestra Rehearsal, Room 10-396.
8:30—Chemical Society Meeting, Moore Room, Eastman Building.

DEDICATE BARBOUR FIELD HOUSE TODAY
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ouly. Formerly coaches had to take particular care to secure their charges against "catching cold" but in the new building that worry is eliminated.

The shower room with its twenty-four facets and efficient drain is a soft yellow-tiled room is the ultimate in sanitary precautions, providing even a permanent foot wash to guard against the spread of "athletes foot". The Barbour Field House has locker space to accommodate 1000 men, a distinct enlargement over the previous locker space. Not only the number of lockers was increased but all lockers are now full length adding the extra convenience to the users.

YOUNG ONES AFFECTED BY EARLY PUNISHMENT
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COACHES SEE VICTORY FOR THEIR ELEVENTHS
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KIDNAPPINGS TAKE TOLL ON SOPHIS; FRESH HOLD
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VICTORY IN FRACAS
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Dutiful citizens, however, had observed the "catching cold" for the class through a one-way vision screen. The "catchers" were in general, the most demonstrative. They got angry answers, however, showed other and more repressed signs of nervousness. In general, they were the ones who adopted, hit their fingers, pulled at their hair, creased their legs, and humped their shoulders.

Those who admitted looking at the answers when questioned later said that they had no feeling of guilt.

Unspeakable Night- Before Sprints
Expression reached its all-time peak last evening when neither freshman nor Sophomore dared rally forth without a cohort of fellow-abominators at hand. Cries of "37" and "38" broke out spasmodically during the night, only to die away in its blackness.

The temporary standbys beside the rifle range will hold the nervous and fighting under-classmen and it is hoped that the new trach house will be spaced during the periodic outbursts of bawling and garbage-throwing.

Clashing the hectic Field Day, the annual Dorm Dance will be held in the evening at Walker.

Good Taste!

Luckies are round, Luckies are firm, Luckies are fully packed with only the clean center leaves—these are the mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.

"It's toasted"

Yes, their taste persists—against irritation against cough
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LUCKIES THEY TASTE BETTER